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Shack Mountain (1938) by Fiske Kimball, Charlottesville, VA, 

based on Farmington (1802) designed by Thomas Jefferson. Photo: Thomas Hayes 
 

Like a ripple in a pond, the influence of Thomas Jefferson, the architect, on classical 
architecture has spread far and wide.  Its prevalence is especially felt in his own neighborhood, 
Charlottesville and Albemarle County, an area where one discovers three centuries of glorious 
classical houses, let alone the finest university campus in America.  Whether Jefferson was the 
designer of the University of Virginia or his own Monticello and Poplar Forest, or the man of 
architectural ideas offered to family and friends who were planning houses, his imprint remains 



strongly evident.  Even some area houses designed by later architects, including William 
Lawrence Bottomley, Milton L Grigg and others, reveal something of the Jeffersonian character.  
 
What is that imprint, one that he would hold steadfastly throughout his life?  He was instinctively 
attracted by the idea of the circular pattern, as opposed to the usual rectangular ones of the earlier 
18th- century era.  House plans, he advocated, should incorporate principal rooms and details 
arranged around a central core, some designed in the shapes of octagons (the “Sky Room” at 
Monticello), semi-octagons (Monticello’s parlor), circles (the Rotunda at the university and the 
bull’s eye windows at Farmington) or ovals (the Blue Room at the White House).   
 
In addition, proof of Jefferson’s passion for the classical is found in such documents as the letter 
Colonel Isaac Coles wrote to John Hartwell Cocke in 1816: “With Mr. Jefferson I conversed at 
length on the subject of architecture.  Palladio, he said ‘was the bible.’  You should get it and 
stick close to it…He is a great advocate of light and air – as you predicted he was for giving you 
Octagons…”   
 
Like the great Andrea Palladio, Jefferson, who owned an English translation of his mentor’s I 
Quattro Libri (The Four Books on Architecture), cherished the lessons to be learned from ancient 
Roman architecture, especially the columned temple, an architectural theme seen throughout the 
Charlottesville area (Farmington for one) and certainly in settled regions of the nation starting in 
the early 19th century. 
 
The Institute of Classical Architecture & Art invites you to join a five-day tour from April 6-10, 
2022 of some of the Charlottesville area’s finest examples of classical architecture with a focus 
on private homes and historic houses. Specialists and experts will guide the tour and 
homeowners will be on hand to welcome us and host private functions. 
 
Presented the AAA Four Diamond Award for twenty-one consecutive years for fine dining, The 
Boar’s Head Resort, located on 573 acres just outside Charlottesville, will offer us all the charm 
of a country inn with plenty of amenities of an up-to-date establishment.  
 

SELECTED TOUR SITES 
 
Shack Mountain, an exquisite private home – popular among ICAA visitors - built as “a house 
of Jeffersonian character” by notable architect and architectural historian Fiske Kimball as his 
home, founder of the University of Virginia School of Architecture. It is a magnificent example 
of a grand house on a small scale. 
 
The University of Virginia remains Jefferson’s legacy for his life-long passion for learning, 
calling the campus an Academical Village. Our tour will include a private visit of the Rotunda, 
“a temple of learning,” the Lawn, Pavilions and gardens led by Calder Loth.  
 
 



 
Monticello, The Octagonal “Sky Room.” Photo: Chris Kern. 

 
Monticello will be the scene of a private curatorial tour and our opening dinner.  Always the 
passionate architect, studying books by James Gibbs, Robert Morris and Andrea Palladio, 
Jefferson spent nearly a life time constructing his Palladian pavilion or villa, certainly the most 
personalized of Virginia’s country estates.  His stay in France as the American Minister included 
architectural travels that led to extensive embellishments upon his return. 
 
 

 
 

 
  
 
 
 



Farmington has been since the 1920s the clubhouse for a Charlottesville country club.  
Designed by Jefferson in 1802 for his friend George Divers, the architect added a tall Doric 
portico and an elongated octagon to a previously built Georgian-style house. The whole concept 
is truly Palladian.  Several smaller rooms and a hall designed by Jefferson ties the addition to 
earlier structures on the property.  We will stop at Farmington to view the building and to have 
lunch in the Jefferson Room. 
 
Castle Hill has been the scene of frequent visits by U. S. Presidents and historic figures, 
including Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Lee and Webster among others, since it was 
built in 1764 as a clapboard colonial residence. It was added to in 1824 with a brick extension 
and again in 1844 with impressive columned conservatories. 
 
Whilton Farm a private home and garden located in the heart of Jefferson Country. We will 
have a tour and lunch at this15 acre showstopper garden with the owner. 
 
 

 
Blue Ridge Farm, Albemarle County. 

 
Blue Ridge Farm is the 1923-27 renovation of an earlier house, turning it into a gracious 
Georgian Revival country residence by a favorite architect of 20th-century Virginia houses, 
William Lawrence Bottomley, and gifted landscape architect Charles F. Gillette.  Twenty-first 
century authentic restoration work has been carefully carried out by Charlottesville architect 
Madison Spencer.  Rusty Lilly, a Gillette scholar, took charge of the magnificent gardens. The 
owners’ important and large collection of antiques tend toward late Georgian and Regency 
styles, befitting of the house itself.  The owners will host a private occasion for us. 
 



Seven Oaks Farm and Septenary Winery is owned by Sarah and Todd Zimmerman. Here we 
will have a private wine tasting at Septenary and a tour of the facility and vineyard. 
 
Tiverton, located on a 450-acre parkland, is modeled after the White House and is where the 
owners have carried out a major restoration including incredible interiors. They will welcome us 
with a private visit. 
 
A visit and lunch at the equestrian estate Tivoli Farm  
 
A private tour of Montpelier, the Madison family plantation and 18th century home of the fourth 
President of the United States.  
 
Tours of a selection of additional private homes. Due to the private nature of the properties the 
names will be announced to participants on the final itinerary only. 
 
 
 
For further information or to reserve a space please contact Lani Summerville, 
lani@classicalexcursions.com  413-446-8728  
 
 
 
 
 

 


